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Quality: a mutual aim

“Abruzzo, a new frontier for top quality gastronomy. Wine is
now coming of age: in the wake of names that shine in the
international oenology universe, there are solid wineries and
bright new promises that promote Montepulciano and
Trebbiano. Cuisine is represented by the opening of restaurants
that make the most of generous, traditionally simple dishes,
created from marvellous surf and turf ingredients …”
Enzo Vizzari, journalist, editor of “Guide l’Espresso”.
“This is a golden moment for Abruzzo, with its lovely varied
territorial nuances, its unspoiled rural products, the revelation of
its complex vigorous cuisine, traditional and rediscovered native
vines. In brief, the region is a workshop for the smart, winning
fusion of modernity and tradition, a thriving up-to-date reflection
of today’s gourmet sector”.
Alessandro Bocchetti, journalist, “Guide del Gambero Rosso”

Gastro-tourism
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“I’ve always liked and appreciated the products of this splendid
region, whose green hills of pastures are a contrast to the
stunning majesty of Gran Sasso. Abruzzo is a place of authentic
beauty and values, still to be made the most of and
acknowledged in full (…). I think that Abruzzo, with its lovely
landscapes and hospitable people will become a favourite venue
with tourists worldwide”.
Heinz Beck, chef of La Pergola, a Hilton restaurant

“Known for its mountainous interior and splendid protected
areas, Abruzzo also has a strong coastal identity. Its maritime
gastronomy overflows with joyful simplicity and in those culinary
traditions linked to sheep rearing, rural culture, festivities, it is
able to make best use of a wide range of excellent raw
materials”.
Antonio Attorre, journalist, editor for “Slow Food” publisher,
professor of food and wine tourism.

“At the most recent ‘Identità Golose’ Milan event, held in late
January, some UK chefs about to attend a course held by
colleagues from Abruzzo, asked ‘Abruzzo? Where’s that?’ The
reply was not long in arriving, as they listened to the various
explanations, with the Abruzzese triumphant in the knowledge
that – from Giulianova to the north, Vasto to the south, L’Aquila
and Teramo and the mountains to the west, as well as Pescara
and the Adriatic to the east – the Brits are the most numerous,
loyal and cheerful visitors to a region that has many appealing
facets, most of which are still to be revealed in full”.
Paolo Marchi, journalist, creator and curator of “Identità Golose”,
an international gourmet cuisine meeting

“Why should an Italian choose Abruzzo? Because it evokes that
Nature, that environment, that world now so irremediably
compromised in much of Italy. Why should a gourmand choose
Abruzzo? Because it is so easy to find lots of good things, lots of
flavours that immediately express the character and fibre of this
region. Great raw materials, like cheeses (I’m thinking of
Scanno), like lamb and charcuterie (I’m thinking of Paganica), like
sourdough bread (I’m thinking of Pacentro). The news is that
these products are interpreted in interesting, modern ways.
Which means that the new ranks of Abruzzo catering have
realized that it is important to combine roots with new culinary
tenets. It’s a charming, cheerful region. We think that those of us
seeking real cuisine will continue to succumb to its charm.
Luigi Cremona, journalist, Touring Club, curator and creator of “Cooking
for Wine”.

Gastronomy
Abruzzo cuisine is multifaceted simply because of
how varied the region and its cultures are. On the
one hand, there is the evolution of shepherding and
farming recipes, those prepared by the “poor” folk of
the mountain and foothill areas, a cuisine of simple
yet tasty mutton dishes, soups and broths, cheeses
and herbs; on the other, the “refined bourgeois”
menus of Teramo, which enhance basic flavours to
achieve more elaborate results: “timballo di
scrippelle”, “mazzarelle”, “virtù”. Then there is a
shoreline cuisine, less evocative of Abruzzo –
perceived as a region of mountains and protected
areas – but no less important, as there are 130km of
coast that offer a variety of seafood in
uncomplicated, tasty recipes, combined with the

range of vegetables grown on the hillsides shielding
the Adriatic. Abruzzo cuisine continues to advance,
taking cautious, measured steps in the direction of
modernity – cooking methods, variations,
presentation of the dish – without sacrificing its true
identity, the “truth” of its flavours and tradition. A
new awareness and deep pride in identity, as well as
the desire to measure up and for positive emulation,
are driving both “giant” and “new recruit” chefs to
achieve increasingly significant goals. The byword?
Quality: in the raw materials of a generous and
varied region; quality in the milieus and welcome
offered to clients and tourists. Then last, but not
least, “appealing” prices both in restaurants and
hotels.
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Wine and Oil
From stowaway, the precious undeclared guest in
prestigious wine cellars across renowned (and not so
renowned) Italian areas, to national bestseller: 13
million bottles sold in 2006 and the first wine with
vineyard identification on the label. Moreover (news
hot off the press), now a record-breaker, alongside
Chianti and Nero d'Avola, as the most popular in
large-scale distribution, in those supermarkets with
endless wine shelves and temperature-controlled
cabinets for storing and offering the best nationals at
their best, where none – or almost none – of the
legendary Tuscan and Piedmontese labels are
missing. A job “well done” as they might say in those
countries where some very significant imports are
arriving of Montepulciano d'Abruzzo, the flagship
wine for this area, from grapes that were once
merely a stopgap for others. Today, wine produced
here is playing on home ground, no longer an exile,
but showing its cards and its labels. Not far behind,

although with not quite so much impetus, we find
Trebbiano and, above all, new nice wines like some
very convincing Cerasuolo, as well as the
rediscovered Pecorino, now a top seller. Then there is
oil, from olive trees that are a quality vine’s hillside
companion. Enthusiastic olive farmers boast a total
of 45,000 hectares of groves, and are utilizing to the
full local varieties like gentile di Chieti and rarer
local cultivars like tortiglione, nebbio, intosso,
alongside ultra classic leccino (most of all), and
frantoio (some way behind). Certainly, Abruzzo’s
extra virgin oils need no introduction: if anything
they have appreciated in value on the Italian market
after their success worldwide. The sky’s the limit for
these oils, which are fitting partners for the excellent
cuisine and for the new attitude shown by the
restaurant scenario’s best operators. A firmament
where some Abruzzo wineries have been flying high
for at least five years.

QUALITY

from A to Z
Sulmona red garlic (Itinerary 4)
One of the most renowned, popular cultivars of this herb is
grown in Valle Peligna. “Solimo”, Sulmona red garlic, is prized for
the quality of its essential oils and the penetrating delicacy of its
aromas. This truly unique garlic is unrivalled by the two other
Italian cultivars (one pink, one white). The outside skin is actually
white but the peel on the cloves is a near-purple red. It is
generally planted in late autumn and is harvested in early
summer.
Amatriciana
“What’s your favourite Italian dish?” Heinz Beck, the great chef of
the Hilton’s La Pergola restaurant replies to the interviewer
without hesitation: “L’amatriciana. Wish I’d invented that!”
Certainly an Abruzzo recipe, given that the new province of Rieti
was not instituted until 1927 and until then Amatrice had always
been in Abruzzo, as well as being a fierce rival of L’Aquila.
Spaghetti, bucatini, rigatoni ... and the simple ingredients of this
rustic masterpiece: pork jowl, pecorino cheese, tomato (or
perhaps without, in its original version) and then … season with
onion, pepper or chilli pepper (as preferred).
Arrosticini – mutton kebabs
Di grande diffusione in quasi tutta la regione sono gli arrosticini,
sottili spiedini di carne ovina cotti sulla carbonella, da consumare
bollenti: non c’è festa popolare, sagra o scampagnata che non li
veda presenti, anche per la comodità di consumo che
consentono. Molte le trattorie ‘specializzate’ e rinomate per la
bontà di questo gustoso e socializzante cibo popolare. Si tratta di
una preparazione di probabile origine balcanica, ma presente e
diffusa sul territorio regionale da secoli, e oggi più che mai
rappresentativa della tradizione alimentare locale.
Bocconotti (Itineraries 1 and 3)
No doubt about it of course, the best bocconotti are made at
home, by expert female (and male, why not?) hands, continuing
to following the same recipe handed down from mother (female
this time) to daughter. The original bocconotto, which can be
enjoyed in many patisseries and high-end cafés, is filled with
toasted, ground quality almonds, unsweetened cocoa powder;
sugar; lemon; cinnamon and - above all - must syrup, in amounts
that produce a jam-like consistency.
Brodetti di pesce (Itineraries 1 and 3)
The most typical seafood dish in Abruzzo is “brodetto”, a tasty
tomato chowder that derived from the need to use the entire
selection of various sizes of fish that went into the leftovers
basket the fisherman kept at the end of the day. Nowadays this is
a considered a lavish dish and can include all kinds of seafood,
scampi, cuttlefish, cod, red mullet, scorpion fish, smooth dogfish,
skate, grey mullet, great weever, sole and many other lesser
species. Brodetto should probably be “brodetti” in the plural, as
the dish is prepared in many different ways from north to south
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along the region’s coastline. In Abruzzo’s 133km of coast we find
brodetto Giulianova-style (alla giuliese), Pescara-style (alla
pescarese) and Vasto-style (alla vastese), the latter probably the
best known thanks to the “Brodetto di pesce alla vastese” weeklong celebration in the summer. Perhaps the best way to
understand the difference is ... to try them all!
Canestrato di Castel del Monte (itinerary 4)
This prized pecorino cheese is produced on the southern slope
of the Gran Sasso range, in nine municipalities in the district of
Castel del Monte, a town on the splendid Campo Imperatore
plateau. The milk is processed raw and natural calf or lamb
rennet is used. The curds are placed in small baskets called
fuscelle, which give the cheese its unique surface ribbing. Ripening
varies from at least two months up to 18-24 months for 15kg
cheeses. The cheese is a typical product of transhumance, the
transfer of flocks along sheep tracks to pastures in Apulia before
the onset of winter. There is a producer consortium for its
protection and promotion, and it is also a Slow Food Presidium.
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Centerbe (Itinerary 2)
In the early nineteenth century, a keen herbalist selected a large
number of aromatic herbs from the Abruzzo mountain slopes.
The liqueur he obtained was a striking emerald green colour and
was very alcoholic (over 70°!), with an intense aroma of herbs.
Even today, these herbs are taken fresh to the distillery where
they are left to dry out and are trimmed until only the tender
leaves remain. This is an ancient recipe and is jealously guarded
by the only family producing the special liqueur in its original
recipe, at Tocco da Casauria, home of this extraordinary
beverage.
Ceppe (Itinerary 3)
“Ceppe” is Civitella del Tronto’s “flagship” recipe and undoubtedly
one of the tastiest homemade pastas in Abruzzo. The classic
water, egg and flour dough is left to rest in an oiled bowl for
about half an hour. The dough is then divided into small pieces of
the same size, which are then rolled out into 15cm-lengths and
wrapped round a thin knitting needle to obtain hollow pasta. An
hour and a half of skilled pasta-making is needed for just one
kilogram of pasta. Ceppe are served with a typical ragout of
mixed meats and sprinkled with lovely pecorino. While we wait,
we should make sure we visit Civitella’s magnificent Fortezza
Borbonica, reached along the “ruetta”, Italy’s narrowest street.
Confetti di Sulmona (Itinerary 4)
A tradition that dates back to the end of the fifteenth century.
The typical sugared almond is composed of a whole shelled,
peeled almond, coated with deposit of sugar built up by a series
of dippings to achieve crystalline layering without using starch.
The core can also be other ingredients: hazelnut, cinnamon,
chocolate, various candied fruits, pistachio, dried fruit. The
evolution of machinery, the types of processing and the history
of comfit-making in Sulmona can all be explored at the museum
in the Pelino factory, always open to the public (see the “To be
visited” section). The artistic arrangement of the comfits is a
source of pride: we find bunches like grapes, ears like wheat,
rosaries and baskets, combining shapes and colours with
extraordinary age-old skill and creativity.
Info: http://h1.ath.cx/muvi/sistema/museopelino/
Fegato dolce and Fegato “pazzo” (Itinerary 4)
A liver sausage very popular all over Abruzzo, comprising a
mixture of pluck including varying amounts (from 50% upwards)
of liver, heart and lung. Belly and lean pork are added in various
percentages, as mentioned previously, depending on the area. The
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mixture is minced finely and seasoned with salt, pepper, chilli
pepper (for the “pazzo” version); sometimes crushed garlic and
bay leaf are also added. The mild version, mainly from the Aquila
area), has the hot spices replaced by honey, in amounts that are
governed by experience and by the consistency and/or leanness
of the stuffing. The sausage is best eaten around March-April,
after it has dried and aged.
Guanciale amatriciano (Itinerary 4)
This is lard with streaks of lean meat made from pork jowl
trimmed into the classic triangular shape. The processing takes at
least three months and consists in salting, pepper coating,
smoking and curing the meat. The flavour is intense and a hint of
spice to enhance the smoking. Guanciale, like other pork-derived
products, is closely linked to its territory of production as it has
always been an integral part of the transhumant shepherd’s diet,
being easy to store and carry, as well as being very nutritious.
This is the key ingredient for spaghetti all’amatriciana.
Lenticchia di Santo Stefano di Sessanio (Itinerary 4)
Small, round lentils that are really tasty. This tiny dark pulse is just
a few millimetres in diameter and grows – quite heroically – at
an altitude of 1,200-1,600 metres, in the Gran Sasso-Monti della
Laga National Park. Because of the small size, it does not require
soaking, just a quick check to make sure there is no grit and a
good rinse under running water. Cook by covering with a small
amount of water, adding a couple of garlic cloves, bay leaves and
extra virgin olive oil. Simmer raw in a covered pot for about
twenty minutes. The lentils are served with a few slices of
toasted bread, drizzled with more extra virgin olive oil. The Santo
Stefano di Sessanio lentil is a Slow Food Presidium.
Liquirizia – liquorice (itinerario 3)
For centuries, herbalists used the juice of these roots that
abound in this area; the pharmaceutical industry used it for its
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intense sweetening properties, about 50-100 times stronger than
sucrose. Without forgetting the simple, timeless pleasure of
liquorice wheels, sticks, fish, comfits, sweets, well all that selection
of delicious treats that are the joy of young and old. We should
not leave impressive Atri, with its splendid cathedral, Roman
theatre, Palazzo Ducale, caves and badlands, without buying some
real liquorice.
Maccheroni alla chitarra
The region’s quintessential pasta, made by laying firm, plaible
dough across the special traditional implement (a rectangular
wooden frame, crossed lengthwise with wires like a guitar) and
gently pressing down with a rolling pin, always in the same
direction. The square-section “spaghetti” drop from under the
“chitarra”. They are excellent with lamb ragout (preferably
without tomatoes, just with mountain herbs), with mushroom or
truffle dressing, or with seafood or a very simple tomato and
basil sauce. Patience and some dexterity is required, but a
“spaghetti alla chitarra” first course will never be lacking on a
typical Abruzzo menu.
‘Mazzarelle teramane’ (Itinerary 3)
A small masterpiece of great Teramo cuisine. Large lettuce leaves
are needed, with lamb gut pluck, onion, marjoram, parsley, garlic
(possibly fresh), extra virgin olive oil, wine vinegar, salt and
pepper.. Chop the lamb pluck, wash well, lightly salt and leave to
dry. Spread small amounts of lamb pluck onto each lettuce leaf,
adding a few onion slices, garlic and parsley. Tightly wrap the
leaves around the filling, then tie up each mazzarella with gut that
has been carefully washed with water and vinegar. The parcels
are cooked in suitable frying pan or baked in the oven at
medium temperature, frequently turning and moistening, if
necessary, with more water and vinegar. Serve hot as a delicious
starter or main course.

Montepulciano d’Abruzzo
Abruzzo’s quintessential grape and wine. The region’s first DOC
label and since 1968 has proved the quality of this land’s
sovereign grape, safeguarding and certifying wines produced (as
well as bottled and aged) in the dedicated areas of the four
provinces, from slopes overlooking the 130kms of coast as far as
the high inland hills whose vineyards are planted at 500-600m of
altitude. Montepulciano, the territory’s flagship, is eloquently
identified by its strong quality imprint (the deep vibrant colour
derives from the natural abundance of precious polyphenols that
guarantee a solid evolutionary capacity; aromas dense with a
typical cherry nuances which refine and age into a varied,
complex bouquet). Though its distinct character is guaranteed by
the cultivar, Montepulciano offers a multifaceted range of
nuances, from the smooth creaminess of the sunnier richer areas
to the silky elegance of the highlands. Nonetheless, its trademark
is its juicy satisfying progression. A quest for terroir specificity has
achieved enhancement of subzones, like the recent newcomers
of Casauria, Terre dei Vestini, Alto Tirino.
Montepulciano d’Abruzzo cerasuolo
Cerasuolo is the other face (and other colour) of
Montepulciano, afforded the same DOC protection with specific
regulations. This is a traditional rosé made from the same grape
but applying a much shorter and more delicate must and skin
contact. The wine was originally for home consumption (ready to
drink sooner than red) but now the “third pillar” of Abruzzo
wine for obvious socioeconomic reasons. It is pleasant and when
successful the aromas are a delight, offering a “bridging” wine that
will complement both fragrant land-based recipes and savoury
seafood cuisine. Today, thanks also to the commitment of its
rigorous, canny producers and to the undisputed increase in the
culture and technical skills of the wineries, Cerasuolo has
reached the apex of accomplishment in its history.

Montonico (Itineraries 2 and 6)
We would go so far as to say that Montonico white wine
expresses the image so long linked with the people of Abruzzo.
The grape skins are tough (an advantage for winemaking,
protecting from mildew and disease, as well as ensuring
interesting results if handled correctly) and as a consequence this
endurance took it on rough journeys abroad, for consumption as
a dessert grape. It grows in stingy soil and cool climates. It ripens
late and therefore requires courage (to challenge the weather)
from the grower. But the payback is a special wine: good acidity,
crisp tart finish with delicate fruit and spice on the way. For the
time being, only Montonico is the joy of just two areas in the
province of Teramo: Bisenti and Poggio delle Rose. Courageous
pioneers here began the revival but the impact is still limited as
only small quantities are produced, while keen “scouts” and
connoisseurs are already expressing justifiable interest.

from L’Aquila and areas bordering on the Molise region,
beginning at Rivisondoli, are particularly popular. “Scamorza
appassita” (a dried version, often served with cured ham) is
processed in the same way as fior di latte, but with a lower
percentage of water; as it is left to dry, the rind is a characteristic
yellowish colour. They are tied in pairs with a distinctive cord and
are more intense in flavour, often slowly barbecued or ovenbaked.

Miele – honey
A strict protocol must be applied by producers who make PDO
“Miele d’Abruzzo”. In practice, the hives and all processing,
packaging and sale, must take place on regional territory. There
are other rules to follow, guaranteeing the product’s genuineness
and typicity; there is also a somewhat limited list of the types of
honey accepted for the designation: polyfloral and polyfloral
mountain type (the later from hives at over 800m in altitude);
Mozzarelle & C.
sulla; sunflower; savory; acacia; honeydew and sainfoin (the latter
Whatever the shape and size – plaited, small or tiny balls, knots – a real Abruzzo rarity). Eight types of honey in all, but with a wide
“fior di latte” as cow’s-milk mozzarella is called, is the freshest,
range of flavour and aromas, each linked to type and also to
most popular of all spun curd cheeses: a real Abruzzo treat. In
territory and producer.
the mountains and foothill areas, livestock farming has always
been the most important agricultural activity and mozzarella is
Mortadelle di Campotosto (Itinerary 4)
produced in areas prized for quality of pasture (affecting milk
This “mortadella” is made at Campotosto and its Mascioni and
quality) and for artisanal cheese-making tradition. Mozzarella
Poggio Cancelli districts, on the shores of Europe’s biggest
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artificial lake, in the heart of Gran Sasso-Monti della Laga
National Park; a Slow Food Presidium guarantees quality and
authenticity. First of all, ability is required in choosing the fat for
the “lardello” or finger of lard that is inserted at the centre and is
the main feature of this lean pork charcuterie, oval in shape and
the size decided by the maker. The mortadella is tied in pairs
(hence the popular “mule’s balls” nickname), then hung to dry
and smoked for a short time. Some say three months is enough
for them to be edible, but after a year they are supreme and
thanks to the lardello they do not dry out.
Moscatello di Castiglione a Casauria (Itinerary 7)
In the upper Pescara valley, in the “Castiglione a Casauria estate”
– an inland hill area at 350m in altitude, – the local moscatello
grape has been grown and used for winemaking for hundreds of
years. It is one of the oldest native Abruzzo vines used for
making delicious dessert (for meditation, as they would say
today) wine. Most of the small-scale production is for home
consumption at family celebrations (births, weddings) or during
public festivities like the patron saint’s feast on February 3 and, in
more recent times, the local food festival. It is an extremely
pleasant, balanced, naturally sweet wine. A trip to Castiglione a
Casauria to sample it could be accompanied by a stop at nearby
Torre dei Passeri for a visit to the splendid San Clemente a
Casauria abbey.

Mosto cotto (Itineraries 1 and 3)
Must syrup was prepared by country folk at the birth of a male
child, later to be offered on his wedding day. Technically, this is a
montepulciano d’Abruzzo grape must that is boiled in a copper
cauldron to make a syrup. When fresher, unfermented must is
added to the syrup, this restarts fermentation and produces a
more “drinkable” version, called “vino cotto”, which is used as a
dessert wine. True must syrup is made by leaving fresh must to
simmer over a medium flame until it reduces from one third up
to one eighth of its initial volume, depending on the taste or
application required. It is used in the preparation of traditional
pastries, for preserves and as a condiment in many meat-based
dishes.
Olio extravergine d’oliva (Itineraries 6-8-9)
Mediterranean olive culture has one of its most important Italian
expressions here in Abruzzo, where entire landscapes have been
carved out over the centuries between sea and mountain.
Abruzzo olive cultivation has an ancient history, proved by the
recent recovery of a huge olive tree of the venerable age of
1,700 or so years, in the vegetable garden of San Giovanni in
Venere abbey at Fossacesia, in the province of Chieti. Abruzzo
boasts more than 50,000 hectares of olive groves which,
together with the vineyards, paint the truest picture of this hill
territory. The province of Pescara, mainly in the area known as

the “golden triangle” of Loreto Aprutino, Pianella, Moscufo and in
Val Pescara, has the Aprutino-Pescarese PDO designation, the
first to be awarded in Europe in 1996. The province of Chieti,
where approximately 65% of regional production is
concentrated, has the Colline Teatine PDO designation with the
Frentana and Vastese subzones. Latest born is the Pretuziano
Colline Teramane PDO with its local tortiglione and castiglionese
cultivars, farmed along the coastal hills, reaching approximately
25-30km inland almost to the Gran Sasso foothills.
Parrozzo (Itinerary 2)
There are many patisserie specialities, but worthy of note is the
“parrozzo”, a modern version of the ancient “pane rozzo” (coarse
bread) prepared by Abruzzo country folk using cornmeal.
Confectioner Luigi D’Amico’s skills and the inspiration of Gabriele
D’Annunzio (who invented the name) created this delicious cake,
where the yellow of the corn is reproduced by adding eggs to the
cake mix; the dark-coloured crust that comes from baking in a
wood-burning oven is evoked by a dark chocolate coating; the flour
used is made from choice almonds and has an inimitable bittersweet
taste.
Pasta: abruzzo quality in the world
An obvious brainteaser would be deciding who was the first to dry
out a mixture of ground wheat and water so that it could be
preserved and transported. Abruzzo dried pasta, starting from the
“cradle” in Fara San Martino, at the foot of Mount Majella, is a
worldwide quality and distribution leader. The water, the air,

traditional skills, bronze dies, with slow, low-temperature drying,
the processing, the control of the raw materials (above all, top
quality wheat semolina) … these are the simple secrets of
Abruzzo pasta. Apart from well-known brands, excellent
products made by small and medium semi-artisanal businesses
can be purchased in Abruzzo shops and are often found gracing
gourmet tables or in top restaurants the world over.
"Pallotte cace e ove" (Itineraries 1 and 3)
These cheese and egg balls are a delicious traditional rustic
dish.They are made by mixing crumbled bread and fresh
pecorino, roughly grated, into beaten eggs. The recipe suggest 6-7
eggs for every 500g of cheese, seasoned with finely chopped
parsley.
The balls are fried in extra virgin olive oil (or quality peanut oil)
at a medium temperature. In the meantime, a light tomato sauce
is prepared from a little onion stewed in a large frying pan and
tomatoes (fresh when in season, or bottled), cooked for ten
minutes. Then the fried balls are placed in the sauce where they
are left to cook for ten more minutes.
Pecorino (Wine)
One of the many members of the prolific trebbiano family. For
quite a while it was part of the ampelographic jumble (vines
mixed into various cultivars, related and unrelated, coexisting on
the same plot) that characterized rural viticulture in the “belly” of
Italy, taking root mainly in the Tronto area, overlapping both on
the Marches and Abruzzo hillsides. It was precisely in Abruzzo
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that its traits (average acidity but good structure; aromas more
of fruit like ripe apple and banana, than blossom, and interesting
nuances of spice) made it one of the most appealing of recent
revivals. There has been grafting in dedicated vineyards, with
committed nurturing in the reborn (and rampant) Tirino
winemaking zones, as well as on the Adriatic coastal hills.
Pecorino is rapidly earning itself a place in the sun. and is one of
the region’s most successful wines.

cheese produced at Farindola and other neighbouring
municipalities from milk given by ewes raised on Gran Sasso’s
eastern slope. The milk is processed raw to make 1-2kg cheeses,
using a specific type of rennet: obtained from pig stomachs.
During ripening, the cheeses are turned, massaged (traditionally
by women) and bathed with extra virgin olive oil and vinegar to
prevent mould and over-drying. This is a Slow Food
Presidium.http://www.pecorinodifarindola.it/

Pecorino (cheese)(Itinerary 2)
Every small producer has their own method and secrets,
including the use and preparation of the rennet, all handed down
through the family. Many areas are dedicated to this particular
product, with names that are a trademark in the true sense,
assuring a natural, genuine, delicious cheese: Atri, Scanno, Pizzoli.
A separate mention must be made of Farindola pecorino, a

Scrippelle ‘mbusse (Itinerary 3)
Teramo’s most iconic recipe expresses both charm and history
in its fine pasta circle that links refined Medici cuisine exported
to Paris and reimported as a French dish to Teramo, where the
courtly traits were combined with rich flavours of rustic and
mountain origin. The evolution of the name traces this journey:
“scrippella”-”crespella”-”crêpe”. The recipe suggests gently

binding two level tablespoons of flour per beaten egg, adding
water and salt to taste. A thin layer of this batter is cooked
delicately on both sides in a 20-25cm pan, traditionally greased
with lard. The pliable golden “scrippelle” are left to rest while a
classic broth of turkey wing, muscle, beef and herbs finishes
cooking. The “scrippelle” are then filled with grated cheese, spiced
with cinnamon and rolled, before being placed in bowls where
they are served cov ladled ered (“‘mbusse”) with hot broth and
topped with more cheese, as preferred.
Sise de mònache (Itinerary 1)
The sponge cakes for which Guardiagrele is famous are shaped
into three peaks and filled with confectioner’s custard, then
dusted (as if it were snow) with finely-sieved icing sugar. This is
the culinary description of the cake linked to the Palmerio family
and another patisserie, owned by the Lullo family, who are the
“heirs of Filippo Palmerio”, according to their shop sign. The most
intriguing, fascinating aspect is the originality, history, seduction
and associations the cake evokes: maternal and childlike,
mischievously erotic, ritualistic and symbolic, pagan and religious
at the same time. How are they eaten? The true, stylish sisa
enthusiast bites it without hesitation, as a child would, powdering
nose, lips and chin with sugar that must then be licked with
delight from the lips and “moustache”: a return to the innocence
of childhood.
Scapece (Itinerary 1)
A historic recipe for the preservation of fish so it could be sent
to mountain areas or for storage when long periods of scarcity
were forecast. Spanish in origin, “escabece” is now only made by
the few remaining craftsmen, in Vasto. It comprises skate and
smooth dogfish, fried, dried and left to cool; vinegar, white wine
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and L’Aquila saffron make up the liquid for its preservation (and
enhancement of its flavour) in oak barrels or glazed terracotta
containers. An exquisite food with the charm of a product
destined to disappear forever.
Stoccafisso or Baccalà?
For centuries cod (Gadus Morhua) has been dried in the North
wind or salted. Fish left to dry for preservation is known here as
“stoccafisso” from the word “stockfish”, whereas salted cod is
called “baccalà”, and is certainly handier and easier to find but
often not such good quality. In the past, preserved cod was not
considered a gastronomic status symbol or a gourmet delicacy
but a cheap ingredient for the badly off, to the point that in
Abruzzo it was called the “meat of the poor”. From Val Vibrata
to Chieti, L’Aquila to the Pescara hinterland, traditional recipes
flourish so only the best known are listed here: salt cod with
(lots of) onion and tomato; linguine with light tomato sauce and
salt cod; salt cod stewed with raisins and prunes or fried in
batter for Christmas; salt cod with butter sauce; salt cod baked
with potatoes.
Truffles
A recent survey carried out by Agenzia Regionale di Sviluppo
Agricolo, the regional agricultural development agency, counted
Abruzzo’s natural truffle fields. The results were surprising: 219
production sites for the white Tuber Magnatum Pico; 175 of
Tuber Melanosporum (prized black); 381 of Tuber Aestivum
(“scorzone” or summer truffle) and Uncinatum; lastly, 109 of
Tuber Borchii (spring white truffle). Then there are truffle farms,
increasing in number thanks also to regional authority incentives
and improved training in the cultivation of this tuber. Abruzzo, in
short, is one of the regions richest in truffles (a partial estimate

suggests 500 quintals). Produce is marketed mostly in other
regions and in areas that have been more successful in creating a
truffle “brand identity”. Things are starting to move, however, and
truffle farming and picking associations are starting up to protect
the territory (one scourge is unauthorized, indiscriminate
premature picking which destroys truffle beds or decreases
productivity) and promote regional production, guaranteeing
clear rules, quality assurance and competitive prices. Truffle-based
seasonal dishes in restaurants and agritourism facilities are
already emerging as a popular speciality. In the future, this
valuable regional treasure will most certainly be launched and
exploited to the full.
Torrone tenero aquilano (Itinerary 4)
Ulisse Nurzia used to spend entire evenings in his small
confectionery workshop, experimenting and inventing new,
modern textures and flavours. This is how the soft chocolate
nougat developed and became a real revolution in nougat
making. Ulisse enhanced the product, which was similar to
Cremona-type white nougat, by adding cocoa powder to simple
ingredients like hazelnuts or almonds, honey and egg white for
the rice paper covering. A modern nougat with balanced
sensorial traits: the tang of the cocoa balanced by the honey and
the tasty tart toasted hazelnuts. A success destined to last over
time because a handful of large and small enterprises, each with
its own recipe, keep this age-old tradition alive.
Trebbiano d’Abruzzo
Abruzzo’s “other” famous grape, a white variety produced in
huge amounts. Trebbiano DOC wine (which must contain a
minimum 85% trebbiano fruit) comes from dedicated areas in
the four provinces and acquired its designation in 1972. The
grape is also called bombino, an ancient name subject to various
theories and legends. The resulting wine has a consolidated
imprint of crisp freshness, making it gratifying and pleasantly
fruity. The vine also has an extraordinary capacity for adapting to
the terroir and various training methods, so it can be grown
from pre-coastal areas up as far as 500-600m in altitude,

although damp valley floors (excluded by DOC regulations) are
unsuitable. A friendly, all-purpose wine, that is nonetheless
stunning when taken to flourishing refined heights: some Abruzzo
Trebbianos (and the number is growing, in line with overall
quality trends) can actually be so complex and cellarable that
they are a match for more celebrated traditional wines, with
even the keenest connoisseur surprised and charmed by the
results.
Ventricina del vastese (Itinerary 1)
Over the centuries, in the hills and foothills known as Medio and
Alto Vastese, pork-butchering has become a typical local
tradition. This is the homeland of a special charcuterie, aged at
length and large in size, made from the best pork cuts, minced
meticulously using only the knife tip. This coarse-grained
ventricina has a large diameter and typically oval shape; it is an
orangey red colour (due to a mixture of dried mild and hot chilli
peppers, wild fennel seed and a hint of pepper) and has a mild
spicy flavour. The cuts used are 70% lean (of which at least 80%
are ham and loin) and 30% belly and ham fat. After the skins are
filled, they are left to cure for at least 100 days. It was Abruzzo’s
first Slow Food Presidium.
Info: Accademia della Ventricina - http://www.ventricina.com/
Ventricina teramana (Itinerary 3)
A delicious fresh spreading sausage (related to neighbouring
Ascoli’s “ciaùscolo”), from the Teramo district, made with finely
minced lean pork and fat, salt, garlic, ground white and black
pepper, mild and hot chilli pepper, bell pepper paste, fennel seed,
rosemary and orange peel. It is preserved cased in pork gut but
can also be found in jars. Best way to eat? Simply spread it on a
slice of toasted bread.
Virtù (Itinerary 3)
Virtù is the sovereign dish of Teramo cuisine, a recipe created for
early spring, when the remaining contents of every provident,
thrifty rural family larder, stored for the winter, had to be
consumed. A need that became a virtue, a feast of sharing and a
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collective rite, celebrated on May Day in the homes, restaurants
and town squares of Teramo and its hinterland. The dish is
symbol of spring and the desire to erase memories of winter’s
hardships and sacrifices. We have little room to describe its
recipe and the endless variations, but. suffice to say that Le Virtù
is a sort of soup made with mixed vegetables, pulses, aromatic
herbs, carious types of meat and pasta, in which almost all
ingredients have different cooking times and are prepared
separately. This can even take up to three days. The various types
of pasta are cooked separately and then mixed together. The
accumulated provisions of a year and several days preparation go
down in a mouthful. Making it an even tastier dish to eat.
Zafferano dell’Aquila Dop (Itinerary 4)
“Zafferano dell’Aquila”. The name coined over 600 years ago for
the medicinal spice obtained by picking and drying the stigma (or
pistils) of the Crocus Sativus that grows L’Aquila province, in
Abruzzo, especially on the Navelli plain, where saffron has settled
into its ideal habitat. The bulbs are planted in August in
flowerbeds prepared in the fields. Flowering starts in midOctober and lasts approximately three weeks, until early
November. The flowers are picked early in the morning, before
the sun opens them. They are then opened to extract the stigma,
which are toasted dry. During toasting the stigma lose 5/6 of
their weight: 600 grams of fresh stigma yield hardly 100 grams
when dry. A 1g jar therefore contains the yield of 200 blossoms.
A great deal of work is involved before, during and after harvest,
but the result is worthwhile, considering the exceptional quality
of the aroma and unique flavours. The saffron strands are soaked
in a little lukewarm water or broth before use in cooking
traditional risotto or typical Abruzzo recipes: first courses with
lamb or crayfish; mutton and poultry; in cakes or to enrich
cheeses and dairy products.
Info: Consorzio per la tutela dello zafferano dell’Aquila http://www.zafferanodop.it/

ITINERARIES
FOR GOURMETS

1. South Adriatic: From the Trabocchi Coast to Majella Park.
An itinerary that takes us from the coast, up into green hills and as
far as the enchanting slopes of Majella, the “mother mountain”.
From Francavilla al Mare, just south of Pescara, we head for San
Martino sulla Marrucina (the home of one of the region’s leading
wineries), Guardiagrele (with its great artworks and fabulous
cuisine), then into the hamlets built on Mount Majella, in the heart
of the Park (including Fara San Martino, Abruzzo’s pasta capital).
Then we turn back downhill, to the south, towards Lanciano and
lovely Vasto with its sea views (read all about its week-long festival
dedicated to its famous “brodetto alla vastese” fish chowder in the
“Events” section), travelling splendid vineyards, olive groves and
fields of cereals on the hills and plains around Casoli. From Vasto
we continue upwards, along the Adriatic SS16 highway, along the
Trabocchi Coast with its fishing platforms looming out of the waves
like giant spiders, supported and anchored by a
system of cables, wires, planks and stakes tied,
nailed and bolted into place. Rocca San Giovanni,
Fossacesia (with one of the region’s best-known
and dynamic olive oil producers), San Vito
Chietino, Ortona, are just a few of the localities
we encounter as we journey along the coast,
with their many trattorias and restaurants where
we can sample fantastic yet simple goodness in
the local seafood. In Ortona we can even pop
into Abruzzo’s “Enoteca Regionale”, with its range
of top local wines, to be tasted with the
assistance of expert sommeliers (see “Don’t
Miss”).

2. Oil, “Parrozzo” and Nightlife: Pescara and Its Hills.
Pescara is a modern, dynamic city on the Adriatic coast, with no lack of
restaurants for sampling traditional recipes. However, “Pescara Vecchia”,
the old town of the authors D’Annunzio and Flaiano, also boasts pubs,
bookstores, museums, and various cultural and meeting venues. So
there is something for all tastes and all palates (and for night owls,
especially in summer). Then we can head out for the “golden triangle”
of olive oil (Moscufo, Pianella, Loreto Aprutino). Large numbers of
agritourism businesses, often with their own quality olive production,
are flourishing here and in nearby villages, a stone’s throw from the sea.
Highly recommended anywhere along this itinerary are the delicious
barbecued skewers of mutton called “arrosticini”. We continue towards
Gran Sasso’s eastern slope (Farindola, Civitella Casanova), with its
lovely roads skirting olive groves and vineyards, then woods that
indicate that the rugged, fascinating mountain landscape is not far off.
The next stage is to cross the Forca di Penne
pass and move down towards the Alto Tirino,
where the best specialities to sample are prawnbased recipes accompanied by the wines of an
extremely promising – almost mountainous! –
subzone. The church of San Pietro ad Oratorium
and Capestrano castle are definitely worth a visit
before we take the Bussi-Popoli road back
towards Pescara and near Scafa bear off to
explore the wild, verdant scenery that embraces
Caramanico Terme, a well-known spa town. Also
on the way back to Pescara, the abbey of San
Clemente a Casauria, in Torre dei Passeri, is not to
be missed.
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3. North Adriatic and Teramo Apennines:
A Marine Park and A Mountain Park
The Torre di Cerrano is the mightiest of the coastal watchtowers
built along the shoreline north of Pescara and is now the symbol of
the recently established protected marine area. Here, from Silvi to
Pineto and Roseto, there are many excellent restaurants serving
unfussy but tasty seafood dishes. If we turn inland here, we can
reach Atri and its cathedral (as well as sample the great pecorino
cheese), then continue to Val Vomano, passing through Canzano
(famous for its turkey recipe “alla canzanese”). We go up into Val
Vomano from here, into Montorio along the “Strada Maestra”, a
state road connecting the two sides of Mount Gran Sasso and now
– after the creation of the motorway tunnel – a panoramic tarmac
ribbon snaking amidst woods and charming landscapes. Isola del
Gran Sasso, Castelli (with its unique pottery tradition), and Lake
Campotosto (famous for its rustic “mortadella”) are all possible
stopping points. Then, from Montorio to the Vomano, continuing
along the panoramic route, we move down towards Teramo, with
its special traditional recipes (“mazzarelle”, “scrippelle ‘mbusse”). On
the way we can turn off for Civitella del Tronto, a nearby town with
a handsome Bourbon fort (and great homemade pasta called
“ceppe”) and a breathtaking view that spans from the Laga
Mountains across Gran Sasso as far as the sea. Before turning
towards Teramo, we will meet the Apennine woods (with their
mushrooms and truffles), near Valle Castellana, Rocca Santa Maria
and Corfinio.

4. A Majestic Road: From L’Aquila to Gran Sasso Park and The
Upper Sangro.
Just one day may not be enough for this itinerary, which covers one of
Italy’s biggest provinces. From L’Aquila (Collemaggio basilica, 99 Cannelle
fountain, the Spagnolo fortress) and its admirable culinary traditions we
take the state road for Pescara, turning left at Barisciano, just 15km
further along the road. Along this road we will encounter the Convent
of San Colombo, with its cookery school, flora museum and botanical
garden. From here the landscape becomes quite unique, from the heart
of the Gran Sasso National Park, as far as Santo Stefano di Sessanio (a
medieval village now completely converted into a world-famous
multisite hotel), Rocca di Calascio and Castel del Monte, a stone’s
throw from the Campo Imperatore plateau. A few kilometres on we
find Navelli, the home of PDO saffron (Zafferano dell’Aquila DOP) and
heading down towards the Tirino valley (Bussi, Popoli and Sulmona,
which is famous for its sugared almonds and related museum, described
in “Don’t Miss”) and renowned red garlic. After a break and a rest at
Pacentro, we start travelling up towards Naples, reaching the Cinque
Miglia plateau. This is still the road (for anyone who does not like
motorways) that connects L’Aquila – a city that was part of the
Kingdom of the Two Sicilies – and Naples, as it did in the past. The best
known towns are Roccaraso, Rivisondoli and Pescocostanzo, the latter a
member of the “Club dei Borghi”, included as one of Italy’s loveliest,
most unspoiled sites. The regional cuisine is excellent and we also find
spa hotels in which to relax. In winter the slopes and ski facilities are
first class. Here, in the Alto Sangro, there are a wide range of excursions
over to neighbouring Molise. The local dairies encountered along the
route produce exquisite cheeses, including “caciocavallo”, “mozzarella”
and “stracciata”.
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5. Discovering Abruzzo Lazio e Molise National Park: The Nature Road
This is the doyenne of Italian and regional parks and can be
accessed from various points. The most popular direct road is the
A25 motorway that leads to Pescara from Teramo, L’Aquila and
Rome. For a few kilometres we skirt the Fucino plain, where
there was once a lake that the Torlonia family drained to create
farmland. Pescina (the birthplace of
writer Ignazio Silone) is the best
motorway exit, then we can travel up
towards Gioia Vecchia (an ancient
village that is brought to life by
excellent cultural and performing arts
events) and meander – with a careful
eye for wildlife crossing our path –
towards Pescasseroli, where the Park’s
head offices are located. The shops in
this lovely mountain town sell
“caprino” cheese, traditional patisserie
and many other specialities, while its
restaurants serve simple, delicious
food. From Pescasseroli we turn towards Villetta Barrea and its
lake, then cross over to reach another gem of mountain Abruzzo:
Scanno. This is one of Abruzzo’s 18 members of the “I Borghi più
belli d’Italia” club, whose unspoiled beauty, set against its gleaming
lake, was documented by the greatest nineteenth-century greatest
photographers, and is famous also for its traditional jewellery and
gastronomic treats. From here we move down towards, and get
back onto, one of the other itineraries we have described.

6. The Hills of Teramo and Thereabouts
White and red earth; slender limestone framework and sturdy clay; breccias
and soils from two rivers - the Vomano and the Tronto, with the mountains
and their cool streams right behind. At some points the sea is just two
kilometres away. There are 31 municipalities. This is a versatile winegrowing
land where a DOCG and a DOC cohabit: the former a fine expression of
the flagship montepulciano d'Abruzzo
vine; the latter open to being applied to
great classics (merlot, cabernet,
chardonnay, riesling). Besides which, native
vines like pecorino and passerine are
becoming the crowning glory of what we
can call a “wine park”. This bodes well for
the future, given that local viticulture is
alive and kicking, ready to embark on this
new adventure: Controguerra DOC dates
back to 1996: Colline Teramane DOCG is
a 2003 addition. We can trust in the
colour of the land. Around Atri the pale
soil of the badlands; the Vomano hills are
mainly calcareous but more stony and intense; approaching Val Vibrata the
earth deepens into darker reddish hues. The sides of this geographical
triangle are dotted with the town of Campli, the cradle of Abruzzo wine;
Casal Thaulero at the tip; Morro d'Oro; Notaresco on one side; then
Ancarano, Controguerra, Colonnella. These are all stops on a road that
connects not just wineries of ancient roots (now embarked on a wellplanned reprise), but also emerging businesses that include solid, coolheaded investors and small, lively local labels. We can follow “Strade del
Vino” indications to discover the best winemaking companies in the area.

7. From the Tirino to Valle Peligna: A New Frontier in The
“Oldest” Land
Legends say it all started here, or not far from here. Carapelle, a Medici
barony and source of winemaking techniques that we would now describe
as cutting edge. Then there is Torre de' Passeri, mother of all vineyards so
of montepulciano d'Abruzzo and its saga. “Here”, if we seek a starting
point for our wine tour, it could be Vittorito, the Cerasuolo “capital” that
follows in the footsteps of the Region’s chief city and main reference
market, L'Aquila. A turning point. Go south into Valle Peligna from Corfinio
(already famous for its whites) and further down a source of
montepulciano (connected to the east with the Torre de' Passeri “mother”
zone). Go north, into the Tirino area, between Bussi and Popoli, where the
vines clamber upwards in their quest for an ideal habitat. When the
winters were bitter, this border district – between the Aquila plateau and
the slow descent seawards – was where warmth was sought to ripen
grapes. Now, when the heat is on, the area is sought for its cool breezes,
night current and temperature drops, to save the aromas and delicacy of
the wines. Once this was an area of head-trained black and white grapes:
bombino, camplese (a type of passerina),
moscato, cococciola. The perfect
microclimate is an excellent attraction for
new winemakers, who settle here
alongside established wineries that were
already embarked on promoting local
production. This district offers some of
the best Cerasuolo, refined
Montepulcianos, complex Pecorinos. The
Peligna district is no less, refining and
honing the muscle in its mighty wines.

8. Casauria and Vestini: Olives Oil the Path Through Abruzzo’s Vines.
There will be sound reasons if Torre de' Passeri is considered the “mother” of
modern Abruzzo winemaking, guiding us from ancient history to the modern
day and then into the future. The same sound reasons that underpin the
creation of standards that led Casauria to becoming a Montepulciano
d'Abruzzo DOC subzone (rubbing shoulders, as it were, with the Tirino
subzone). So we can start from Casauria to travel a route that connects two
of the Region’s glories. If we take the northeast diagonal, leaving Bolognano
(and one of Abruzzo’s most renowned vineyard areas) behind us, we find
Cugnoli above, with Manoppello and Serramonacesca lower down, and we
bump into the “dritta”, the legendary olive cultivar that arrived here thousands
of years ago, from Greece. Thus the scenario for a love match between great
wine and great extra virgin olive oil was sponsored by the inhabitants of the
Vestino district. No coincidence then, that we have another certified subzone
on our hands, but defined with scathing wit by the residents as the “land of oil
backsides”, to endorse the abundance of oil that is an existential constant and
has brought renown. The triangle lies above Cepagatti, opening from Pianella
to Moscufo, and with Loreto Aprutino on the western tip. The important
entries in the world’s wine guides for this
little town are no secret: it was a
forerunner of today’s montepulciano and
trebbiano hordes, it is the home to key
figures and success stories in Abruzzo
winemaking. Its role was then consolidated
by new players and producers, whose
widespread – and healthy – commitment
was to bottle and label what had previously
been the anonymous but vital core of
other people’s wines.
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9. The Chieti Wine Hills: From the “Montepulciano Bank” Down
To San Martino sulla Marrucina.
Production here has never been a problem – Nature is, always has
been, a generous friend. Widespread cooperation was the winning
local response since each vineyard owner had to achieve high yield
per hectare to ensure being competitive on the market. That is how
the area became the “montepulciano bank”, with cooperative
wineries able to pour millions of hectolitres of quality wine into the
world market at competitive prices. Ortona, Tollo, Miglianico: these are
the places to visit along the Adriatic state road from Francavilla-almare to the Molise border, with a short inland detour. We will find
doors open, with wines to sample and buy at prices unbeatable
anywhere else in Italy. Moreover, the coast is dotted with charming
restaurants and trattorias skilled at making the most of the rich, tasty
seafood fished here. Turning inland, the road meanders through the
vines and we will find endless country trattorias to surprise us with
the simple bounty of typical rustic recipes (superb homemade pasta;
poultry; vegetables and greens are the key ingredients). Halfway along
the route, we might well change direction and scenario, heading for
Guardiagrele and San Martino sulla Marrucina, to pay our respects to
the late Gianni Masciarelli and the lands he loved so much; a man, a
winemaker, who contributed – as did Edoardo Valentini – to raising
the profile of Abruzzo wine worldwide. There are marvellous
vineyards to visit, caressed by breezes that blow down from Mount
Majella to the sea. Here, dreams have come true: dreams of a love for
the earth, harmony in nature, life’s values. We can breathe in its spell
and of an evening, in any of the area’s excellent restaurants and wine
bars, with a glass of good Montepulciano to hand we can meditate on
what is Abruzzo’s innermost, true soul.

FIND OUT MORE
Museo dell'arte e della tecnologia confettiera – Sulmona (AQ)
This museum is located in the Pelino sugared almond factory and
exhibits antique machinery for making this type of confectionery,
1700s copper utensils for processing the nuts, vintage posters,
precious ancient bombonières made from lace, silver and porcelain.
The Museum was instituted by Olindo Pelino and is intended as a
true act of recognition of history’s comfit-makers, who contributed
– from the late Middle Ages onwards – to enhancing the name of
Sulmona worldwide as the home of the sugared almond.
Via Stazione Introdacqua 55 – Sulmona • www.pelino.it
Museo della civiltà contadina – Ateleta (AQ)
The museum was created in 1987 and has a collection of tools used
by farmers for work in the fields, as well as instruments that would
have been used in a country home of the past. The ties of affection
that bind rural families to these objects has allowed their
preservation and recovery. The collection has been laid out in the
town hall to offer an overview of all its contents. One museum
section is dedicated to documents and photographs, all testimonies
of life as it was. In summer the museum opens from 8am to 2pm
and 4pm to 7pm.
Piazza Carolina, 18 – Palazzo comunale Ateleta (AQ)
www.muvi.org/museodellaciviltàcontadina
Enoteca Regionale d’Abruzzo – ARSSA – Ortona (CH)
Splendid 1600s Palazzo Corvo, in the old heart of Ortona, offers a
home to the Abruzzo regional wine centre, an important point of
reference for the promotion and valorization of local wines. The
permanent display comprises wines selected from the best labels of
Montepulciano d'Abruzzo, Cerasuolo, Trebbiano d'Abruzzo,
Controguerra and Colline Teramane DOCG, and many typical
geographical indications. The ground floor showcases are flanked by a
direct point-of-purchase. Expert sommeliers from the regional
agricultural development authority (ARSSA) describe the features and
merits of Abruzzo wines, so we can appreciate their qualities and
typicity, savouring them as the accompaniment to the best traditional
local specialities.
Palazzo Corvo, Corso Matteotti – Ortona (CH)
www.arssa.abruzzo.it • www.enotecaregionale.abruzzo.it/

little-known facts, anecdotes, testimonies of a tradition that dates
back to the times of ancient Rome and Greece. Some of the
main themes underpinning this museum are rural society, the
rapport between culture and tradition, agrifood habits. Various
supporting initiatives and meetings are organized.
Castello Ducale di Carpineto – Carpineto Sinello (CH)
www.museodelmaiale.com/
Museo dei Cuochi – Villa Santa Maria (CH)
The museum is unique in its genre, with its collection of historical
testimonies describing the actions of Villa Santa Maria chefs, whose
skills are appreciated worldwide, invited to cook for leading and
powerful figures, actors and kings, or working in top hotels and
restaurants. Visits to the museum should be booked by calling the
town hall.
Via Supportico – Villa Santa Maria (CH)
wwwvillasantamaria.com/il_museo_dei_cuochi_.html
Museo delle Genti d'Abruzzo – Pescara
The museum is located in the Bagno Penale Borbonico, once a
prison, and not far from the birthplace of Gabriele D'Annunzio. It
contains a wealth of findings and objects that are well illustrated for
teaching purposes. The aim of the museum is to document the
history and traditions of Abruzzo by exhibiting archaeological relics,
mainly of prehistoric origin, found in the region and which are
evidence of local agricultural and shepherding material culture. The
displays include tools used for farm work, means of transport,
clothing and traditional costumes.
Via delle Caserme, 22 – Pescara
www.gentidabruzzo.it

Museo delle tradizioni ed arti contadine – Picciano (PE)
Mu.T.A.C. the museum of rural traditions and arts covers an area
of 6,000sqm and boasts 6,000 exhibits. A collection of unique items
while traditions, customs, beliefs, rites and myths, instruments and
technologies tell the tale of what was still a key part of Abruzzo life
until just a few decades ago. Interiors and settings of daily life are
reproduced inside Mu.T.A.C., so that the object is placed at the
centre of its own context. The museum hosts exhibitions, reviews,
concerts held in its own auditorium.
Museo del maiale – Carpineto Sinello (CH)
Viale dei Pini, 17 – Picciano (PE)
A museum dedicated to pork, which was the chief source of rural www.mutac.org/
sustenance for many centuries, but also a symbol with countless
meanings and the subject of countless dissertations.
A journey into the history of this “prince of the table”, including
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Museo dell’olio di Loreto Aprutino (PE)
Castelletto Amorotti is home to the oil museum and still has one
of Loreto Aprutino’s original oil presses, established in the late
1800s. The oil press was operative until the 1920s when the animal
traction machinery was replaced by water-powered grinding. The
museum describes the various production stages for oil, one of the
Vestino district’s primary resources. Displays include tools and
equipment, from bygone times to the present day.
Museo dell'Olio, Via Cesare Battisti - Loreto Aprutino (Pescara)
Museo dell'Olio, Via Cesare Battisti – Loreto Aprutino (PE)
www.museiciviciloretoaprutino.it • info@museiciviciloretoaprutino.it
Oleoteca Regionale – ARSSA
Museo di Storia dell'Arte Olearia d'Abruzzo
The regional olive oil centre gathers together the best extra virgin
olive oils produced in Abruzzo and is home to the panel that
performs technical olive oil tasting. It also houses the Museo di Storia
dell’Arte Olearia d’Abruzzo [museum of the history of Abruzzo olive
oil production], which displays items used in oil production from the
mid-1800s to the post-WWII period.
www.arssa.abruzzo.it • www.museiciviciloretoaprutino.it
Museo della cultura marinara – Tortoreto (TE)
The museum of seafaring culture was set up in Tortoreto Lido (Via
Nazionale Nord 1) in 1998, by the Colligere cultural association. The
displays contain examples of apparatus used by local fishermen in the
past, as well as specimens of marine biology. The museum also displays
a traditional “lampara”, a boat with huge lamps used to attract fish at
night, and typical cuttlefish traps. There is a library annexe containing
extensive documentation on the sea, fishing, biology, history, and local
and national literature. Opening hours are Monday to Saturday, from
3pm to 7pm, or by appointment in the morning.
Via nazionale nord, 1– Tortoreto (TE)
www.muvi.org/museodellaculturamarinara
Museo della civiltà contadina – Morro d'Oro (TE)
The museum is housed in historic Palazzo De Gregoris and contains
about three hundred objects relevant to the farming and crafts of
Morro D'Oro (Teramo), going back two centuries. There are three
floors, with several rooms, exhibiting farm tools, domestic objects and
furniture, tools for woodworking and weaving.
The museum is open every day from 8am to 2pm.
Piazza Duca degli Abruzzi, 4 – Morro d’Oro (TE)
www.muvi.org/museodimorrodoro

DON’T MISS

Cantine Aperte
Abruzzo wineries open their doors to allow both curious visitors
and aficionados to explore the regional winemaking world’s
landscapes and culture. Here men and women have worked to
succeed in carving a significant niche for local viticulture on the
world scenario. During the last weekend in May, about 50 wineries
open their doors to thousands of wine buffs who want to
discover the joys of spending a day in the country where the
vineyards are located, hearing cultivation and production secrets
and techniques directly from producers. Naturally the best typical
wines from each production area are tasted.
www.movimentoturismovino.it
Rassegna Ovini – Castel del Monte (AQ)
The sheep show is held in the municipality of Castel del Monte, in
the Gran Sasso-Monti della Laga National Park, in August. This is a
totally unique event, a show unfolding in the heart of unspoiled
landscapes where flocks and shepherds, custodians of these
mountains, these territories, become the stars performing before a
curious and surprised audience of thousands. The fair of typical
mountain agrifood products – arranged by the various farming
associations – is particularly significant. The most popular item is
the “canestrato di Castel del Monte”, a typical cheese with an
intense, complex aroma and a slightly tangy flavour, whose origin is
linked to transhumance traditions that tie the Apulian Tavoliere
plain to Campo Imperatore.
Buon Gusto – Rassegna formaggi d’Abruzzo – Gessopalena (CH)
An appointment not to miss in September is the Gessopalena
“Buon Gusto” event. This Aventino-Medio Sangro mountain
community town dedicates two days to the unique flavour of
typical Abruzzo cheeses. The old centre of this town in the
province of Chieti becomes a gastronomic tour combing the taste

of tradition with contemporary culture, including meetings, reviews
and concerts. But the real stars of the show are the cheese
makers. Pecorino, caciocavallo and ricotta are ingredients for
traditional dishes or are consumed with local wines.
www.buongustoabruzzo.it
Cala Lenta “profumi e sapori della costa dei trabocchi” (CH)
It took “Cala Lenta” no time at all to become one of Abruzzo’s
most popular and anticipated events. Above all, it continues to
attract large numbers of visitors from outside the region, who are
curious to find out about the “trabocchi” (the “fishing machines”
installed along the coast and described by D’Annunzio), the beauty
spots and the area’s culinary specialities. The event is held every
two years, with the next appointment scheduled for July 2009. The
whole section of coast is involved, with numerous appointments in
the many towns and villages from Francavilla-al-mare to San Salvo:
theme dinners in associated restaurants; dinners on the trabocchi;
fishing boat tourism; dinners with fishermen; gourmet fare markets;
cultural events; gourmet workshops/theatre.
www.calalenta.it
Mese del “Brodetto di pesce alla vastese” – Vasto (CH)
The entire month of June is dedicated to tasting the fish chowder
called “brodetto di pesce alla vastese”, a dish that was invented by
early fishermen, who had no tomato available for their meals when
they were out at sea. Today’s brodetto evolved naturally in the late
1800s when “American” tomatoes, mild and hot chilli peppers
became widely available. Now it has achieved recognition thanks to
the progressive action afforded by the European gastronomic ITG
branding for guaranteed traditional specialities. The restaurants in
Vasto who take part in the festival will have brodetto on the menu,
and there are also shows, cultural events and supporting initiatives.
www.comune.vasto.ch.it
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Dieta Mediterranea – Pescara (PE)
For the last 23 years, Mediterranean – especially Abruzzo –
gourmet products have enjoyed their own dedicated showcase in
the “Marina di Pescara” events area (Via Papa Giovanni XXIII). Oil,
wines, cheese, cured meats, honey and bakery items, as well as
preserves and pasta make up the selection of delicacies on display,
with samples to taste and purchase. The traditional date is four
days during the last weekend in July.
www.pe.camcom.it – promozione@pe.camcom.it
Frantoi Aperti – Loreto Aprutino (PE)
“Frantoi Aperti” is an annual event, usually organized for the first
weekend in November and promoted by the regional agricultural
office, partnered by ARSSA (the regional agency for agricultural
development) and Loreto Aprutino’s regional olive oil centre
(Oleoteca). A number of initiatives and events are scheduled for
aficionados, consumers and the region’s junior and middle school
students. Each year these children visit the oil museum and
regional oil office, both located in Loreto Aprutino, as well as being
given guided tours of the many oil mills to be found in Abruzzo’s
four provinces. Accessory events include photography
competitions, tastings and guided visits, in the scenario of what can
be considered one of the region’s most historic olive-producing
districts (also the home of Aprutino Pescarese PDO oil).
www.arssa.abruzzo.it/ • Comune di Loreto Aprutino
Fiera della Pastorizia – Loc. Piano Roseto – Crognaleto (TE)
A traditional rendezvous for the flocks that has been organized for
50 years and an invaluable opportunity for debating the issues
arising in sheep rearing. This is one of the region’s oldest surviving
events and like the Campo Imperatore sheep show held in early
August, is totally fascinating. Various breeds of sheep are exhibited
and visitors can take part in taste workshops or any of the

countless supporting events, the main attraction being the
competition (in three classes) to select the best ewe and goat
cheeses. The appointment at Piano Roseto is usually the first week
in July.
www.te.camcom.it – www.arssa.abruzzo.it/ www.prolocoabruzzo.it/crognaleto Mostra dei vini tipici – Montepagano (TE)
A fair of typical wines is held in Montepagano on the first
weekend in August, lasting four days. It is one of the region’s best
known food and wine events: a showcase hosted in this charming
Medieval village, featuring Abruzzo’s best wineries, typical products
and traditional recipes. The event began 35 years ago and
continues to offer a complete programme of tastings, shows and
meetings.
www.montepagano.it – www.arssa.abruzzo.it/

QUALITY: A MUTUAL AIM

Accademia della Ventricina
The “Accademia” was set up to protect and promote “Ventricina
del Vastese” (see entry), a typical speciality of the hill and foothill
area near the Trigno and Sinello rivers, called the “Vastese”. As well
as drawing up product protection guidelines, which define
precisely the type of pork to be used and how it is processed, the
Accademia organizes countless activities, from a magazine to
participation in major fairs and national events. The aim is to
safeguard authentic “Ventricina” from being undermined by the
large number of low-cost industrial imitations of poor quality.
www.ventricina.com • info@ventricina.com
Associazione Vie del Tartufo
The association was established with the intention of promoting a
national and international gourmet itinerary for the discovery of
the Alto Vastese and Medio-Alto Sangro districts, which are
extensively involved in collecting and making the most of local
truffles. The six restaurants that form the association share the
approach of serving their diners with quality fare, using typical
natural and traditional produce (with local truffles obviously to the
fore). To ensure that the circuit is perceived as a guarantee for
foodies and tourists, the participant businesses agree to abide by a
specific code of conduct for enhancement of all aspects of
catering.www.viedeltartufo.com • info@viedeltartufo.com
Consorzio di tutela del Montepulciano d'Abruzzo Colline
Teramane docg
Montepulciano d'Abruzzo Colline Teramane was awarded DOCG
[controlled and guaranteed designation of origin] after the 2003
vintage. The consortium’s aim is to safeguard the consumer – prior
to addressing the requirements of companies, producers, vineyard

owners, oenologists – by continuous monitoring of the wine’s
specificity, identity and quality. It also provides services and projects
that promote tourism to the production zone.
www.collineteramane.com
Qualità Abruzzo
This association was set up by several of Abruzzo’s top producers
and restaurateur s. The heritage of shared values is applied to
safeguarding and promoting the typicity of regional seafood, land
produce and wines, as well as enhancing the quality of hospitality
and services on offer. There are seven founder members who also
happen to be some of the top local restaurants, pledged to
respecting the heritage of authentic raw materials offered by the
region, combined to achieve cuisine that proves it can be
innovative without sacrificing tradition. Raising awareness of recent
progress made in Abruzzo fare, casting a spotlight on leading chefs
and restaurant owners, means announcing that there is a new
Abruzzo, ready to embrace tourism revealing increasing
motivation when seeking high-end catering, genuine ingredients,
distinctive hotels.
www.qualitaabruzzo.it
“Scuola dei cuochi” di Villa Santa Maria
A stunning crag soars sheer in the Sangro Valley. It is here that the
hamlet of Villa Santa Maria clings to the mountainside, nurturing a
gourmet surprise: Villa, as it is affectionately known by the locals,
has an ancient heritage of excellent cuisine. Villa is famous
worldwide for its hotelier academy or simply “School for Cooks”
where whole generations of chefs have achieved international
renown, taking the culture and cuisine of Abruzzo all over the
globe.www.ipssarvillasantamaria.it/
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ALBA ADRIATICA (TE)
ALBA FUCENS (AQ)
CARAMANICO TERME (PE)
CHIETI
FRANCAVILLA AL MARE (CH)
GIULIANOVA (TE)
LANCIANO (CH)
L’AQUILA
L’AQUILA
LORETO APRUTINO
MARTINSICURO (TE)
MEDIO VASTESE (CH)
MONTESILVANO (PE)
NAVELLI (AQ)
ORTONA (CH)
OVINDOLI (AQ)
PESCARA

0861.712426-711871
0863.449642
085.922202-9290209
0871.63640
085.817169-816649
085.8003013
0872.717810
0862.410808-410340
0862.22306
085.8290213
0861.762336
0873.944072
085.4458859
0862.959158
085.9063841
0863.706079
085.4219981

iat.albaadriatica@abruzzoturismo.it
iat.albafucens@abruzzoturismo.it
iat.caramanico@abruzzoturismo.it
presidio.chieti@abruzzoturismo.it
iat.francavilla@abruzzoturismo.it
iat.giulianova@abruzzoturismo.it
iat.lanciano@abruzzoturismo.it
presidio.aquila@abruzzoturismo.it
iat.aquila@abruzzoturismo.it
iat.loretoaprutino@abruzzoturismo.it
iat.martinsicuro@abruzzoturismo.it
iat.gissi@abruzzoturismo.it
iat.montesilvano@abruzzoturismo.it
iat.navelli@abruzzoturismo.it
iat.ortona@abruzzoturismo.it
iat.ovindoli@abruzzoturismo.it
presidio.pescara@abruzzoturismo.it

PESCARA CENTRO
PESCARA AEROPORTO
PESCASSEROLI (AQ)
PESCOCOSTANZO (AQ)
PINETO (TE)
RIVISONDOLI (AQ)
ROCCAMORICE (PE)
ROCCARASO (AQ)
ROSETO DEGLI ABRUZZI (TE)
SAN SALVO (CH)
SCANNO (AQ)
SILVI MARINA (TE)
SULMONA (AQ)
TAGLIACOZZO (AQ)
TERAMO
TORTORETO (TE)
VASTO (CH)

085.4225462
085.4322120
0863.910461-910097
0864.641440
085.9491745-9491341
0864.69351
085.8572614
0864.62210
085.8991157
0873.345550
0864.74317
085.930343
0864.53276
0863.610318
0861.244222
0861.787726
0873.367312

iat.pescaracentro@abruzzoturismo.it
iat.aeroporto@abruzzoturismo.it
presidio.pescasseroli@abruzzoturismo.it
iat.pescocostanzo@abruzzoturismo.it
iat.pineto@abruzzoturismo.it
iat.rivisondoli@abruzzoturismo.it
iat.roccamorice@abruzzoturismo.it
iat.roccaraso@abruzzoturismo.it
iat.roseto@abruzzoturismo.it
iat.sansalvo@abruzzoturismo.it
iat.scanno@abruzzoturismo.it
iat.silvi@abruzzoturismo.it
iat.sulmona@abruzzoturismo.it
iat.tagliacozzo@abruzzoturismo.it
presidio.teramo@abruzzoturismo.it
iat.tortoreto@abruzzoturismo.it
iat.vasto@abruzzoturismo.it

Editorial coordination and texts by CARSA spa. © Abruzzo Promozione Turismo, 2007. All rights reserved.
Photos: Carsa Edizioni archives; APTR Abruzzo archives (A. Angelozzi, M. Anselmi, S. Ardito, V. Battista, C. Carella, G. Cocco, M. Congeduti, S. D’Ambrosio, L. D’Angelo,
M. Di Martino, G. Di Paolo, F. Fontemaggi, A. Gandolfi, V. Giannella, P. Jammarrone, G. Lattanzi, J. Martinet, E. Micati, M. Minoliti, R. Monasterio, R. Naar, Mr. Pellegrini,
Ms. Pellegrini, P. Raschiatore, S. Servili, G. Tavano, M. Vitale); Parco Sirente-Velino archives. Printer: Lit. BRANDOLINI - Sambuceto (CH).

Info line
+39.085.4482301
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